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·First· Year_PartiCipation ,In Moot Court Banned· 
t 
, • - I 
f 
- by Bob Siegel aminatio" period nears. . hand, said he felt the small simultaneously was felt to' be 
'Cashmore also asserted that quantity was a consideration. too much for the average firstThe law school' faculty a· very small proportion_ of the "Should ' we bother ourselves year law student to handle. Invoted last Friday in favor of an 
.I first year class _competed. Last with any group of 20 to 25 peo- addition, the research andAcademic Policy and Programs semester, only nine per cent of pie who wish to be self~ · writing course was designed toCommittee (APP.C) proposal to the first year class actually destructive?~' he asked. There teach brief writing andprohibit firsf year students finished the competition, he was some sentim·ent displayed research techniques during the from participating in ,the Des­ said. This statistic does not ac­ against being overly pater- spring semester. First yearmond Moot Court Competi­ count for those students' who nalistic. students competing in the falltion: invested valuable time in their The law school library staff would circumvent-this plan. ~ major concern during the
! research tie.fore · becoming was in favor of the proposed The alternative of runningdiscussion was the issue of first d1shecirtened. · - change. Marcia Zubrow said the competition for first yearyear students missing classes ~ Professor John Schlegel first year students did not have students during the springin order to research and write re'sponded with an argument enough experience using the semester was not consideredtheir Moot Court brief. balanced-against ·the value of valuing quality over quantity. libr.ary and thus, do not use its feasible. The majority ,ofMoot Court Board Director improved research and ad:. While few students may miss resources appropriately. Karen upper-division· specializedTim Cashmore argued, -accor­ vocacy skills. The argument classes, the students who do Spencer said she felt this competitions, inclui;iing theding to inforl_llation. compiled was rebutted by ·-the faculty are the "best students," he resulted , in an over-worked Mugel Ta~ .,Competition, ,are by tht! Moot Court Board, that­ assertion that missing three said . This might prove disrup­ reference~staff. he_ld during the springthe av~rage first year student consecutive law school· dasses J Itive to classroom discussion. With the expansion of the semester. A large scale firstonly missed three classes due may have,a devastating effect INon-competing 'students might -. research and wr.iting course to year competition at that timeto the competition . This, on a first year student, 'Ibe adversely affected. a full year, two major writing wourd be impossible to ad- ICashmore said, must be especially as the fall final ex- Professor Katz, on the other efforts occurring minister, Cashmore said . 
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·Pierson Elected New SBA President 
by Qorie, Benesh managed to garner only five signatures together with a two­
caricJidates for six positions as thirds vote of the-students ofSecond year student directors. Each of the five can­ .that director's class or the en­Melanie Pierson defeated first did!1tes, ,'q1.1ite natural!¥. wQn. tire student body if an officer.year student Ores,t Bedrij iri the The,y include: Arthur 'Hatl, ·Jeff · Th'e final pr6vision whi'ch race for Stuoent Bar Associa­ Taylor: Lou Ma'ino, _Doug was defeated had been added
I tion (SBA) president last week. . Johnston and · Milton earlier. to the ballot to clarify .the stu­Pierson's 153 to 89 margin Eiected by write-in was Steve dent stand on a related pro­· given her the Board's executive Seener. _ · posal in February's earlierposition · for the transitional · Besides the preside~tial referendum . •In the pre.viousterm of office which was race, the only real contest was referendurn, students clearlyrecently approved by the stu­ among fo:_st year students. stated they did not want SBAdent body. It runs until Twelve individuals ran for six to bind st~dent representatives Septemaer of 1980. James Atleson, origina~or of ASSC proposalpositions. Those elected are: to faculty and university com­
. Perri Fitterman, Edw,rd Flint, mittees with a two-thirds SBA 
Nancy Bridges, Bill Hay.es. and vote. The proposal defeated Student Organizations 
Dale ·Margulis. Tied for sixth last week would have allowed 
are John Feroleto, the only en­ SBA to bind student represen­ May Be·Denied Credit 
cum bent, and Matthew tative's votes on faculty and 
Modica. A run-off election will" university ·committees with a by Carol Gardner tatives,• Doug Johnston and 
' be held in the near future ·to majority vote of SBA. Mike Roseo~hal, were not pre­
settle this cohtest. Only two provisions receiv­ The Faculty-Student .Com­ sent for fhe vote. 
1.n addition to the ele.ctions ed the necessary two-thirds mittee on Academic ·standards Pierson had not found her 
for officers and directors, the vote to become part of the and Standing (ASSC) voted notice of the meeting until 
remaining issues regarding SBA Constitution. The first unanimously to propose to the after it was over. Johnston had 
constitutional amendments clearly expresses the student's fac·ulty "a rule to deny a class at the same time as the 
were placed before the student intent that a quorum ·be pre­ academic cred;t to students scheduled meeting and Rosen- , 
body. Once again, the student sent for -SBA to conduct its for participation in the Buffalo thal was -busy with his job as a 
body has strongly voiced its _business. The second provision Law Review, Mopt Court Resident Advisor. All three 
Other persons elected to fill ,_ preference for filling vacancies apprt>ved provides a Board, Buffalo Legisfation Pro­ students had knowledge of the 
SBA officers positions. until on the SBA board bY election "&.- <"}. ject or the Consumer Media­ ll'leetings' proposed agenda. 
. September 1980 are: Pat and not by appointment. The tion Service. Tliis rule will ap­ The committee did not 
Dooley, Vlice Prt:sident; Jessica students defeated t~e proposal ply only to persons whose par­ _notify the stude-nt body, t"e 
H aw k i n s - G re e. n r id g e , \fhich would have given SBA ticipation in these activities · SBA or the student organiza­
Treasurer; and Steve Butler, the authority to• appoint, ' by a begins a-fter June 1, 1980. tions involved in the "removal 
Sec:;retary. Each . of these in- majority of the board, persons Jhe committee also decided of credit" proposal. It voted 
d~viduals tan officially unop- to complete a ' term -of office to recommend to the faculty for the proposals and then 
posed, although write-in cam- which is 48 days or shorter. · the discontinuance of the prac­ directed Greiner 'to draft at paigns made a weak stab at - The second pro'vision tice of proctoring '. 'sit-down" report for submission to facul­
challenging them. defeated by the student body · . or classroom final examina­ ty and student groups for com­
' A third year director vac n~ would have provided that a tions. ment and suggestions before 
cy existed . because Dwight law student may run for--more . Dean Thomas Headrick, Pro­ making a final .proposal to the 
Wel!s resigned this past than one position·buy may not fessor William Greiner, Pro­ faculty . . 
semester. No tliird year hold more than one position. fessor Michael Schaeftler, Pro­ SBA representatives took ex­
person's name was placed on The third provision which fessor W. Howard Mann, Assis­ ception to this pr(?cedure at 
t~ ballot, but Ted. Donovan, the voters defeated would mechanism for referenda for tant Law Librarian, Linda their February 13 meeting. 
retirin1 _SBA secr.etuy, wa · have liberalized the process by . any issue confronting the law Cohen and Oliver Young, alter­ They criticizedlhe commit­
elected ,·to. fill Welts term of which SBA officers and direc­ school student body. The con­ nate ~tudent representative tees' procedure and pa~sed a. 
_office..by write-in. . - tors are impeached. As in the stitution currently provides for voted for the proposals. Stu­ resolution by a vote of 13 to .lo 
Followin1 the third year past, impeachment shall re such referenda only with dent Bar Association (SBA) directing the student represtm- , 
class's lead, the second year quire a petition containing 2~ regard to amendments ·to the repl'l!seritative, ~elanie Pier- tative~ on the ASSC to solicit 
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Editorial 
Don't Mind Us! We _ 
Only Go To Sc~ool Qere 
We think a decision to discontinue giving credit for par­
ticipation in such student-run organizations as BLP: Moot 
Court, Law Review and the Buffalo Consumer Mediation 
Program is important enough to merit careful considera­
tion . We· also believe such careful consideriltion should be 
based upon-- student as well as faculty input. We feel, 
therefore, that the faculty who make such det isions 
should assure they have received such student input 
before doing so. Finally, we think the students deputized 
to represent our interest in such decision should assure 
that they do. 
The faculty and students involved in this decision seem 
to feel otherwise. 
On February 5, the Faculty-Student .Committee on 
Academic Standards and Standing voted unaniTTfously to 
propose to the faculty a rule to deny academic credit to 
students for participation in all student-run organizations. 
Only one student representative was present. Another 
had not yet found her notice of the meeting. A third had a 
class that conflicted with the meeting. A fourth was busy 
with his job as Resident Advisor. If there were others, 
would we have heard that one's dog was sick, one's 
hamster died and one's mommy wouldn't let him go? 
We do not question the genuineness of ·the represen­
tatives' excuses. What we do question is the genuineness 
of their commitment to serve the stu<;lent body in the posi­
tions they were granted over other, more enthusiastic can- . 
didates who desired to so serve. 
But enough has been said of the side show to this cir­
cus. More interesting acts were performed in the center. 
ring. With · but one student voice to speak for 750, the 
committee, dominated by the faculty, rendered its- deci­
sion. Caring so little for student •input, the committee 
neglected thc;>se students most involved in the credit-giving 
process. The leaders and other members of student-run 
organizations, those with strong and ' worthwhile opiniOIJS 
on the matter, were not given the slightest notice of the 
meeting and its clandestine agenda. Only after the com­
mittee met, did their dirty work · and sent it off to the 
faculty for final approval were these students given notice 
of the pendency of such final decision- and an opportunity 
to be heard. 
Even assuming that granting academic credit is essen­
tially a faculty/administration function, an assumption 
with which we do not agree, isn't student_opinion relevant, 
competent and downright important? This performance is 
just one "lore example o_f the faculty and ad.ministration 
repelling 'the stud_ent mind and alienating the student 
body. 
Memo· Clar~fies Grad_ing Procedure_· ;: 
and other such exercises in(Don't worry, I am not go­The memorandum from addition to an anonymouslying to propose any reforms orWilliam Greiner, reprinted - graded final examination, is ,changes-)below, was'· posted in and has been a regular ·prac­
various spots throughout Over the years anumber of tice in many courles. (lnstruc-­
the law school last week. faculty (more than a majority tors in such ~ourses usaally 
most years) report their ex­ integrate the special project 
and examination grades-· ·byamination and/or course 
grades to the Registrar using some variation on the +/­
a plus/minus ( + /-) system . scheme described above.) TO: . All Students 
· Some of the devotees of this Recently the use of theFROM: W.R. Greiner 
system use it to facilitate · + /- grading practice -. forRE : Plus Grades for rew~rding class participation· /awarding extra credit, while 
at the same time preserving has become a source of stu­
anonymity in the examination dent concern. That concern is 
Class Participation 
Students have asked for 
grading process. An example 1xpressed not. in oppositionadvice regarding faculty 
to the practice, but because\policy on recognition of class follows: 
participation or other extra 1) Instructor X submits to faculty who observe that 
student contributions _to · a · the Registrar bloebooks grad­ practice sometimes do- not 
course. ed on a +/- scale. put their students on notice 
2) Instructor X also submits of that fact. That seems to meAs I understand it, faculty 
complaint.policy permits instructors to to the Registrar a list · of a valid Without 
intending to create a causeadvance a student's grades in names of students who have 
made an 01,1tstanding extra celebre, admittedly a fainta course on the basis of extra 
and meritorious perfor­ contribution to the course, hope in light of my past ex­
mance. See my memo to usually through class par­ perience on the subject of 
ticipation. grades and grading, / respect­. facu.lty attached . · 
fully request that those facul-I understancl that, in -the re­ 3) Instructor X tells the 
cent past at least, the follow­ Registrar that students on the ty who intend to give t redit 
ing faculty have gwen ."~_xtra performance" list"who for class participation or other 
extra work in a course both recognition to class participa­ also have a Q+ or D+ on 
tion. their examination are to have announce that to their 
Professors: Atleson their letter grade in the students early in the··semester 
Del Cotto course advanced to the next and explain how the extra 
higher grade, i.e., to H or Q. credit grade will be integratedGreiner 
Kaplan _ This practice · has been with the anonymously graded 
Other faculty may also do observed fairly regularly in examina_tion grade. Full 
the past several years. When disclosure on such matter-s isthis . You may wish to check 
the healthiest course, I think. with your instructor to deter­ asked for my advi~e. I have 
mine his or her policy in this · opined that there is nothing Silence only ---- feeds the 
of which I am aware in facul­ paranoia which regularly in- ·regard . 
ty policy which would or tests the halls just · before, 
TO: The Faculty should prevent this grading during and just after the ex­
FROM: W.R. Greiner practice. In fact, the -use of amination and grading 
RE : A Grading Practice written projects, simulations period . 
-·M(}tijfication Is -Regressi~e, Unnet;ess_ary__ 
While a handful of copies of the recent · sake. . 
memorandum from Dean William Greiner to Those who participate regularly already, do 
all faculty and students have grated the so for the learning experience involved. They 
bulletin boards for nearly a week, it will come should rightfully feel insulted by the 
as news to most students, and as a shock to memorandum's insinuation that the way to 
many, to learn_that they may have been grad­ beef up class participation is to offer bonuses. 
ed partially on the basis of class participation Many students come to Buffalo to avoid this 
in large survey courses. very sort of thing, and the atmosphere that ac­
The memorandum revealed t hat at least companies it. 
four professors have, in the past, submitted Everyone is aware that-anonymous grading 
lists of students whose marks should be raised . generally does not, or cannot, exist in 
a full .grade if.they received a"+" on their ex­ seminars and simulation courses. We unders­
am, to reward them for "meritorious perfor­ tand that class participation is necessary to 
mance" in class, and sanctioned use of such the success of these courses. But if we ·are go­
lists by more professors in the future. ing to reward · class participation in large 
Greiner is right about the propriety of giv­ courses, we need a ·consistent, equitable 
ing students notice.that the procedure will be means of institutionalizing such a judgement. 
used: It would only seem fair, coming from + / - grades received on exams and written 
the proponents of. an "honor system." But he work are not presently recorded on s.tudent 
does not tel.I us-how tl\e procedure is to be transcripts . Students are under the impr~ssion 
controlled. Presumably· it wiH be· ·an honor that + /- marks are postt'!d' for their o\vn ·in­
system, vo@ of favoritism. formation, a means to ·aid the- student in 
. Greiner, maintains that there is f!Othing in understanding where his work fell in ttre grand 
faculty grading po'li~y which prevents the sub­ spectrum. ' · 
mission of a list of stu'dents who performed Now we are ·told that "+·,, may count for 
well in class in order to reward them should _ something. !3ut what." about the meritorious 
they receive a "+" grade. Yet he does not participant who gets a straight H, Q, o-.- or a 
mention that the same policy neither man­ "-"? Is his contribution to the clas~ less im· 
dates, · recommends, or even implies the portant? -
desir.ability· of such a practice. How many' ~ Is is safe to presume that a professor might 
times have students been admonished about also submit a list of "perpetually unprepared'.:-· 
this sort of syllQgistic constrµction? students who shall have their grades lowered 
Greiner further fails to mention the to the · next letter if t~ey . should - r~ceive a 
legi$1ative history of anonym(!US grading, the ''-''? ... ' 
system ~uted to remove personalities To some of us,-_the ·new significance which_ 
from .our .gradin'g 1 process. The Buffalo may be attached to a + grade sounds like one 
Model's· philosophy ,of non-competitive at­ more .attempt to diange the Buffalo Model 
mosphere· now stands to lose a great deal of grading system. It-certainly is a backward ~ay 
ground. · to refine the system, if that is the aim. 
Class participation is clearly desirable. But The1 H/Q/D system has begun to over.come 
do we really-want to breed a batch of zealous the-hurdles its opponents so often cited. Buf0 
participators' who contribute to-class simply falo students are no. longer job market out~ 
to make sure they don't miss out on any casts as evidenced _by (he seniors who have' 
cookies awarded for· itl The H/Q/D system l,anded coveted positions and judicial 
was , -~nitiated -to minimize grade con­ clt;_rkships. Let's not tamper with it, now that it 
sciousness; to encourage learning for its own is working. 
/ 
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Grading Deadlhie -E~tended 
by·Alan Benoff The dean said enforcement tion meets them.-" He believ'es 
of the standards must be based the faculty is responsive to stu-
ln an attempt to reconcile on good 'faith. Any type of dent--concern and t,t,at the set­
students' demands for timely penalty wo,uld be imprac- ting of a deadline indicates 
grade reporting an~ th~ir own ticable, he said. The preventive this. . 
needs, the faculty passed a measure of requiring· pro- Both •lteacirick and Hyman 
resolution last December set- - fessors to limit all answers to pointed out that many of the 
ting February 15 as the one bluebook raises the issue faculty members come from 
deadline for reporting of fall of academic freedom in that a backgmupds where grades 
semester grades. Except for professo1 essentially would bir often were not 'reported uRtil 
third ye_ar - students, the told w!,at kind of question he well into the spring. In some 
deadline for spring grades is can write. · cases, there were' no exams at 
June 15. The deadlines are not "Where a faculty member _all unti'I the ehd of the first 
limited to this year, and will re- c·an anticipate not being · able year. The dean stressed this 
main in effect unless the facul- to report within these periods, does not mean that professors 
t,y decides otherwise. he or she should advise, expect students to live by that 
"Students encoil'nter disap- students of the probable · standard, but that it is a 
pointed expectations, frustra- length of delay at the earliest perspective. • 
tion and hardships;· faculty are prai;ticable mom!!nt," the Some sJudents expressed the 
charged ,,with irresponsibility 
-and ,are,,implicated in passing 
resolution says. Most pro-
fessors whose grades were late 
opinion the faculty has merely 
instituttonalized its own Struss (I.)_and Kerman congratulate each other on Moot Court victory. 
judgement on colleagues; the 
Dean confronts troublesome 
· grievances," according- to -the 
complied with' this provisibn 
by posting notices on the third 
floor bulletin board citing a 
laziness-. David Smith, a se­
cond .year student, disagrees 
with Hyman's contention that 
Moot Court Roundup 
resolution. The resolution fur-
ther states, "In light of this ex-
perience under the standard 
specific date. According . to the faculty is aw~re of student 
Headrick, all grades will .be anxiety. He said the professors 
reported by tomorrow, the - have now given themselves "a 
Ke.-man; Struss Win 
(four weeks from examina; 
tions) established in markedly 
different conditions in 1969, a 
beginning of the spring bre·ak. 
Per.haps the-most importar.it 
part.of the resolution provides 
nice long time." "If a professor 
has a reason for taking long, he 
should . post a notice im-
·Honors In Pittsburgh 
. l 
revision in 'law school policy that "In recognition of the mediately instead of at the last Larry Kerman and David represented on February 27 
aimed at achieving the timely special-needs of first term law moment," he added. Struss, representing the UB and 28 at the University of 
reporting of grades is ap- students, grading of examina- But another"second year stu- Moot Court Board, were nam- North Carolina. Two teams 
propriate." • tion papers' in .first term dent, Russell Leisner, said, "I ed the Best Plaintiff team in competed in the Craven Con-
I - ·--
The resol.ution goes on to courses should have priority 
say that a "self-imposed target · over ad.vanced courses ." 
realize that at the end of 
semester a professor needs 
a 
a 
the recent Gourley Moot Court 
Competition in Pittsburgh. As a 
. stitutional Law Competition. 
Jhe issues were whether a 
· will be vjable only, if the policy Headrick said the faculty was· vacation, too, a-r.id that he can result, they advanced to the - minister had standing ~o 
is seen to satisfy certain condi- aware that first year students grade only so many papers a competition's final round, challenge a statute prohibiting 
tions: the time period adopted have somewhat more anxiety day. In fact, I prefer a pro- where they lost to the cham- mentally retarded persons 
must promise a rea.sonable about grade reporting than do fessor ~aking his time so I am pionship team from West from marrying, and whether 
likelihood of success in typical second and third year students assured that he fully Virginia . Struss was' first such legislation violates the 
or ordinary circumstances; the "who have been thro~h this understands my answer before runn~r-up in the Best Advocate Equal Protection Clause of the 
policy should enjoy the before." he grades it.' '. However, he category. Constitution. Richard Abbott 
wiclespread support and com- Protessor Jacob Hyman call~ would like to ,have the This year's competition re- and ' Robert Gurbacki 
mitment of the faculty; and the ed the faculty's ,decision a deadline moved up about a quired the student-attorneys to represented the minister, and 
policy, because it deals with "practical resolution to an -in- week . litigate· liability and damages Andrew Mandell and Robert 
-ordinary circumstances, must . sql'u.aqle .prqbler,-i.;• lt1_.a lettec , ,"Protessors are q1ware that arising (roman automobile ac- Whitbread represented the 
admit of exceptions lor large ·to Opinion last semester, they are here to teach future cident. Accompanying the State. 
courses and for other special Hyman pointed out that lawyers and tl;,at- 'they have to team as witnesses were Lou la On March 27 and 28 Ellen 
demands upon faculty . Atten- reading exam papers is an ar- . _put up with it (grading)," Barkas, Glenn Pincus, Walter . Evans and Gladys La Forge will 
dance at conferences, prepara- duous task and "I can only do Leisner said. "In their job it's Sieman, and Ezra Zubrow. compete .in the Wagner Labor 
· tion of n~ course materials? acertainamounto.fiteachday an .occupational hazard." The board wa~ also Law Competition sponsored by 
excess bluebooks are ii -
lustrative of such demands." 
Dean Jhomas Headrick said 
before fatigue threatens to im-
pair my judgement." He had 
also written, "I am supposed.to 
Advertisement 
C,o, sts, O_f Leaal Educatio,; Soar 
,., 
New York Law , School. The 
issue this year is whether in-
terns, residents and clinical 
faculty support of the resoh,1- prepare for two courses and. The cost of making a students \o get a substantial faculty of a teaching hospital 
tion was overwhelming, with get enough rest to tie able to lawyer goes up every year. discount on necessary study are considered professional 
only one or two dissents. He bring some energy and en- The most v-isible costs, tu•ition aids and, at the same time, employees under the 1974 
added most professors submit- lhusiasm to them. These two • and textbooks·, have gone up roll back the tuition costs .o_f Health Care Amendments to 
ted their grades to the. Admis- demands I ' should suppose between 15-25% over the last bar review. the National Labor Relations 
sions _and Records office have some .relation t9 . my three years and in • the next Students who enroll in a Act. 
before the deadline this teaching obligations, wholly three years -the r~te of infla- 1981 or later BRC review The Board will sponsor the 
semester, but some who had disregarding any attention · to. tion could easily add another course before March 21, 1980 seventh Annual Albert R. 
been more prompt in the past research." · 30%. ·-At the same time, the (tfie student ·may transfer in Mugel Tax Competition on 
had taken a little longer this Hyman now said, "These are · . "incidental" , but nece.ssary the senior year at no cost to March 28 and 29. Twenty eight 
year. valid reasons and the resolu- expenses for transportation, any BRC course in the coun- . teams representing 21 law 
- ·study aids and bar review try) and p~y · a SSO non- schools will compete. A non-
Evaluation Letters Solicite.d courses are rising at the same pace. • refundable . deposit will receive over $100 in outlines, Moot Court team composed of Tony Cardarelli and Robert 
While it is encouraging . to tapes and discou·nts, a con- Jacobson will represent But-
Several faculty will be considered for reappointment, tenure, _ 
and/or prbmotion during the spring semester, 1980. Students who 
have taken their courses are invited to write a ~etter of evalua- · 
know that ·salaries for·starting 
lawyers are also going up 
(some major firms are 
tinuous ·10% discount on 
publications of CES and roll 
back the course price to 1979 
falo. The problem, written by 
Professor Joyce, involves an 
interest-free loan and debt 
tion. That letter should go to the convenor who is designated · 
-next to the name of the faculty member. 
It is expected that the letter will discuss the prQfessional 
qualifications of the f~culty member in·terms of teaching ability, 
scholarship (if known), and interpersonal relationships with 
students. The letter should be written legibly, and hopefully, with 
a balanced flavor. It should be signed by the writer; it wilt be 
held in_confidence by the convening, comm_itt~e. 
This semester the faculty members being considered for reap-
pointment, tenure and/or• promoti6n1lre: 1. 
reportedly. paying top 
graduates . in excess of 
$30,000 per year), this fact 
does not make getting 
thr:ough the rest of law school 
any easier.• The Josephson 
Center , for, Creative Educa-
·tional Services (CES) and1 Bar 
Review Center bf Amer.ica 
(BRC) have·'developed a pro-
gram to deaf with these rising 
prices. 
The written materials in-
elude fou_r new unmarked 
BRC Law Summaries in Con-
tracts, Criminal Law, Criminal 
Procedure and Torts in the 
first year and a new set of 
four outlines in · the second 
year. The CES discounts in-
elude two 50% coupons on 
· tape sets (worth up to $30) 
discharge income. 
The board will send the 
team of Gary DeWaal and Phil 
Myers to the Irving R. Kaufman 
Securities Competition spon-
- sQmd by Fordham Law School 
on April 7 and 8. One issue is 
whether a plaintiff-investor 
may proceed pursuant to an 
implied right ~f action under 
§10(d) of the Securities Ex-
.Name of faculty member • New status Convenor Room costs. With a groups they call and a 10% Preferred Student 
NAFI (National Allian'ce to . Discount Card entitling the 
· change Act of 1934 when the 
alleged violation falls within 
,,. 
Richard Belk- Tenure and promotion Greiner 422 
Virginla ,Leary Tenure and promotion Spanogle 414 
Marshall 9reger Tenure and prOmQtion Albert 517 
Robert .Berger Reappoil)tment McCarty · 415 
Philip Halpern Reappointn:,ent ICochery 513 
Nils Olsen • Reappointment Boyer 318 
.-.,ichael Schaeftler Reappointment Del Cotto 529 
Paul Spieaelman 'Reappointment . Newhouse 412 
422 ,, Barry Boyer Promotion Greiner 
· Letternhould arrive before March 7, 1980. Thank You. 
Fight lnfl tion), the combined early enrollee to cash dis-
buying power of first and se- counts on CES • purchases 
c;ond year students and the · through law school . 
value of a predic.table -enroll:. . Students who only wish to 
ment base have enabled the freeze the bar review oourse 
companies to offer a package p~ice may do so by a $25 non-
of benefits which permits -law refundable deposit. 
JONPftlOn a. Review Center of Amerlea Inc.
Marlno-JONPh.»11/BAC, nABro■ dwai,,l.U" Floor, ~tv., N.Y. 10001 
the purview of the express 
remedy provided in §18. The 
o1'her issue · concerns"' the· 
degree of due · care a plailitif 
who· is a "sophisticated" in-
vestor must demonstrate in-
order to establish his implied 
'> t' d §10(b)cause or ac ,on un er 
and Rule 10(bX5i 
.,. Marela 6, 1980 Opinion Pap thne 
I 
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Dalian A~d Cent. . 
NDSL Checks Delayed By Shortage Of Funds · , . 
by Jay Marlin 
As of, today, there are a 
substantial ' number of Na-
tional Direct Student ·Loan 
checks that have not been paid 
to the law school student 
body. Tt,is is causing con-
siderable inconvenience and 
real economic hardship to 
more · than several students. 
While a precise number is not 
attainable, from the number of 
1
phone calls and in-person in-
quiries received at the law 
school's financial aid office, 
this is a significant problem in 
both the numbers involved and 
the severity of the problem. 
The good news is that your 
NDSL check is not lost ... and 
it is on its way. But like the 
thhos.tages in Iran, e checks 
often don't seem any closer to 
honie than they were several 
weeks ago. 
The bad news is that most of 
the outstanding checks won't 
be on campus !til approx-
imately March 1 and some 
checks may not ge to here un-
til late March. A substantial 
,number of NDSL checks have 
those persons whose last 
names range from A to J. T~e 
M's, R's and z•s are presently_ 
on the stiort end of the stick. 
You ask: "What's going on?? 
I filed my financial aid applica-
tion on time. I received notice 
on the financial aid on time. 
And, now I'm waiting •until 
mid-March _for a NDSL 
check??!!" 
· The problem with NOSL 
che~ks this spring is a matter 
,of two principal factoJ_s: a· 
larger number of persons ac-
cepting offers of NDSL money 
than in th·e past and an in-
crease in the default rate on 
NDSL loans. 
Like offers of admission, the 
financial aid office makes 
more offers of financial aid 
than they have money based 
. on ~ historical percentage of 
persons who don't accept the 
aid. This way the maximum 
amount of financial aid money 
is offered to the greatest 
number at the earliest possible 
opportunity. This year the 
percentage of people who ac-
cepted financial aid incr~sed 
signficantly- over previous 
years. 
been distributed, principally to This is important because·Fede:'99al Funds"Gr· anted 
IA. 
ati•onal 
A. .a.aT~ PAD' lnt
.e~-
Phi Alpha Delta Law Frate.r-
nity; International (PAD) has 
received a two-year federal 
grant amounting to $450,000 to 
conduct a Juvenile Justice .and 
Delinquency Prevention Pro-
grant 
Announcement of the grant 
was made by attorney Frank 
McCown of Ironton, Ohio, In-
ternational Justice of PAD. 
PAD has 75 chartered alum-
ni chapters and chapters at 160 
law schools throughout the 
U.S., Canada, Mexico and Puer-
to Rico, including the Alden 
Chapter at UB headed by 
Chapter Justice Ron Winter. 
PAD is one of the world's 
largest legal organizations 
with 91,000 initiated members. 
McCown said the program 
will be administered by PAD's 
newly-opened Juvenile Justice 
Office in Washington, D.C. 
The program will utilize the 
approach of law-related 
education · (LRE), which is 
designed to educate youth in 
the role of law in American 
society, the nature and scope 
of our legal system and the 
uses of the legal process in the 
resolution of disputes. 
"The goals of LRE center on 
that knowledge and understan-
ding, as well as those skills. at-
titudes and appreciations 
which ·assist young people in 
both private and public 
elementary, intermediate and 
secondary schools; in becom-
ing ·well-informed. sensitive 
and active citizens in their 
community, state and nation," 
said McCciwn. . 
The LRE program evolved 
from the federal Law Enforce-
ment Ass~tance Administra-
tion, whicll designed a plan to 
involve six national organiza-
tiens from the fields of both 
education and law and br\ng 
more law-related education to 
children from kindergarten 
through 12th grade. 
The organizations involved 
are American Bar. Association, 
Children's Legal Rights lnfor­
matioii .and Training Program;. 
Constitutional Rights Foancla-
-tion, Law in a Free Society, Na­
tional Street Law Institute and 
PAD. 
The LRE program originated 
in the early 1960s with its 
primary focus on providing 
more effective instruction in 
the fundamental principles of 
the Constitution and Bill of 
Rights. However, the past 15 
years.. have seen a growing 
recognition of the need for 
LRE and the emergence of a 
variety of law-related educa-
tional programs. 
"Most citizens would not be 
surprised to hear that crime -
has increased over the last '10 
years," said McCown. "Yet 
more people are unaware of 
the alarming rate at which 
juveniles are becoming part of 
those situations." For example, 
although youngsters fi;pm ages 
10 ,to 17 make up only 16 per­
cent of the total population, 
they account for 45 percent of 
those arrested ·for serious 
crime. Overall. juvenile delin­
quency has increased at twice 
the rate of adult crime during 
the past 15 vears. 
"What these statistics in-
dicate is the need to l>egin con-, 
centrating on wa,ys of preven­
ting young people from • 
· becoming juveni·le delin­
quents. That is what we hope 
to accomplish through our LRE 
prograra." 
PAD was founded in 1902 
and includes as members such 
promine11t persons as Warren 
Burger, Chief Justice of the 
U.S.. Benjamin Civiletti, At­
torney General of the Li.s.. and 
Sen. Ted Kennedy. 
the money is paid into the . a check are sent a postcard in-
system by those students'who forming them their check has 
are paying off their loans, and arrived. , 
then ·is disbursed to those .So, right now the vouchers 
students 'who are getting new are sitting in Albany, waiting 
loans, a six week process. . for sufficient funds to -arrive in 
New checks for the spring the account, . to. pay off the 
semester are usually , made-. checks. An additional problem 
from the money collected for 
· the fall term. With an increas-
ed '' percentage of students 
receiving aid, 'and a reduced 
amount of collections due to a 
higher than average default 
rate, SUNY financial aid has 
been unable to pay all the new 
NQSL checks until the January 
and February collections· have 
beeh received. : 
NDSL checks are not made 
out at UB. The financial aid of-
fic'e sends to the office of stu-
dent acrounts a roster of those 
students who are ·to. receive 
NDSL checks and the'_amount 
of those <;hecks. The office of 
studerlt accounts _sends a 
voucher to Albany, consisting 
of some 20 to 50 ·nilmes with 
dollar amounts; 'SUl',/Y. ·finan-· 
occurs, whe.n you have several 
large vouchers and quite a few 
small ones. If there is a 
voucher for $20,000 and only 
$15,000 in tne account, and 
there are three $4,000 
vo~chers, then those three will 
be paid off first. The inevitable 
result is often the smaller 
NDSL checks are paid , off 
before ·the larger ones. This is 
ironic in that persons with the 
larger NDSL diecks are in the 
greatest need. 
Unfortunately, neither the 
lav.- school nor the university 
hM an ef'lergency short-term 
. loan f~nd. Although SO!lle 
were in existence seve"ral years 
ago, they were discontinued 
when students depleted the 
loai:, fund and there was no 
cial aid writes out, the diecks- • -~~chanism to force t_he 
on the UB NDSL -account. • · students to- repay the loans. 
Like your own · savings - ac- Qi~cu~s:iori has oeg1:m in the 
count, once th_e(e ·c1re suffi- law·, ,school abo1,1t. the ad-
cient funds in the UB accoii11t, • -visa0ility and proble·ms of star-
the checks can· .oe-written, .b1,1t ·: ting•::su;ch ~an .emeri ency loan 
not before then . . On'ce the ./ sys{eri-i· again. •·. -
checks are written, they are ~N;1a,1w 1?,-~w ~ e:.,j:~hR<;? lt take 
sent back to the office of stu- care of this prc,b.Tem by ·off.set: 
funds so that the NDSL ch~cks 
can be paid a,t the,beginnin'g of 
the sem~s!er. Due t~ the uni-
que pos1t1on of this sc~I 
within a state 0 unive-rsity • 
system, this_ P~~ible sol~tiqn 
has been d1sm1ssed as either 
impossible (n'o funds) or .im-
practicable. . . . · 
Of course all this Is of little. 
solace to those persons wlio· 
are looking towards fl1arcll' 1 
with no funds for rent, arn:l) it­
tie or no funds>f~r food . . 
The law school receives_ap- ~ 
proximately 25 percent-·of the 
NDSL money distributed by 
. this university. It plays a very 
important part in the financial 
aid package that students '<te-
pend upon. :·· 
While there is seemingly 
very little no..y that can be 
done about this situation; 
serious consideration musfbe -
given to ways of avoiding, or 
better dealing with this pro-
blem in the future . 
* · * * 
Don't forget!!! The deadline . 
for applying for TAP for thit 
year is March 31, i980. Send in 
that application NOW if you 
haven't already. If you are still 
waiting to hear from Albany;-pn 
your TAP award, please con-
fact me as soon as possible~ 
Also, make sure to send Ip a 
copy of your IRS 1040 to finan· 
del'!t accounts in Buffalo, and ting anticiapted · · N-0-.SL '.~ial aid if you are claiming in-
the stud_ents who are to receive revenues- ·with ·university based · dependent st,atus. ._, 
DAY AND 
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For Further Information 
Write or Call 
Hofstra University 
School of Law 
Hempstead, 
.··New York 11550 
(518) 580-3636 
SUM.MER ·SESSION ONE _ 
May 27 • July 2 
:OOURSES . CREIITS 
Advanced-Procedure (Compares 3 
New York and Federal Procedure) 
·Commercial Transactions Survey 
Crrmlnal ,Procedure 






Federal Income Taxation of Individuals 4• 
International Law 3 
Liw and the ,Biomedical Sciences 3 
Re-al EstaJe Transactions 4 
Secured Transactions 3 
SUMMER SESSION TWO 
July 9 • August 19 
Business Organizations 
Comm.erclal Paper 
Conflict of Laws ·. 
Debtor : Creditor 
.J=ederal Estate and Gift Tax 
La~orLaw 
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Deprogramming Reunit~ Families, -Causes Legal ·Hassles: 
by Amy Jo Fricano -
This is the third article in .a 
series examining the recent 
con'troversy surrounding new 
religious movements and the 
anti<ult movement. This arti­
cle is based on the observation 
of a deprogramming by Ted 
Patrick and interviews with 
lawyers representing both in­
terests. 
The deprogramming had 
lasted five long days'. F.our had 
been spent anxiously awaiting 
the arrival of Ted Patrick. 
There was only one day of ac­
tual sessions with Peter and 
Ellen until tbey "snapped.. " 
On the morning after the 
"snap," Patrick said the twins 
were entering the 
psychological phase he calls 
"floating," a period during 
which the cult member's mind 
lapses automatically into self­
hypnosis when not stimulated 
or active. 
I 
spent a little more time with 
her alone. Her anger was more, 
evident than Peter's. She was 
confused at the failure of her 
Perfect Master's system and 
unsteady at the prospect of 
returning to the outside world . 
But she rummaged around in 
her closet and brought out a 
virtual library of collector's 
vintage Divine Light reading. 
She asked her mother to take 
it. 
Robert examined the collec­
tion over breakfast. A large 
book mark caught bis atten­
tion. A' maxim attributed to 
Maharaj Ji was printed on it. 
"If you surrender, it's easy to 
destroy mind. If you don't sur­
render, then mind destroys 
you." 
He shuddered, remembering 
his shock the day before when 
Patrick got Peter to admit his 
belief in the tenet. 
Maharaj Ji teaches that 
"mind" a·nd · "brain" are two 
"You take it for granted. Patrick has served time in four On'e of the· group's .; ttuals 
_These kids ofteh say .they feel states on numerous charges in- cpnsisted of inhaling toluene 
tike better people for_ what eluding kidnapping and . from plas'tic bags . Two 
they've exp~rienced. They unlawful detention. members made headfines 
become very independent Beside his frequency of ap- when they died from piactic­
th inkers, careful investi- , ' pearances. asacrirninaldefen- ing the rite, alerting Kathe 
gators," he said. dant, Patrick has had to def_!:!nd Crampton's parents t6 · her 
Patrick maintains that dur- several libel actions bas~a on plight. 
ing the floating period, it is im- his book Let Our Children Gb! The i\merican Civil Liberties 
· portant for the ex-cult memb~r · a·s well as a federa) civil rights Union's (ACLU) committee on 
to get some perspective on action brought by Unification religious freedom has been ac­
what has happened to him. Church for unlawful imprison- tive · in the legal battles, too. 
.Contact with other deprogram- ment. The ACLU regularly argues 
' med . cult members is very In April, Patrick goes on trial against the use of conservator-
helpful, sinc.e family and in his own hometown for sliips over adult children by 
_fri!!nds can't fully relate to deprogramming a girl who had parents who wish to provide 
feelings they never have. had been a Seientologist. The girl the cultist with a cooling-off 
themsel,ves. returned to Scientology during period during which he ·can 
So Patrick's video equip- her re.habilitation at the urging evaluate his ,chosen religion 
ment serves a second purpose of her father who did not have away from its controlled en­
when he is in the field. He legal custody over her. Patrick vironment. The ACLU position 
crowded Peter, Ellen, the fami- _had been hired by the girl's is that use of conservatorship 
ly and the entire advance team mother and step-father. in such a way is opening a pan­
into Peter's room to view some Patrick's· attorney, Patrick • dora's box of potential abuses. 
interviews taped before and M. Wall, of New York City has Several members of the 
after other deprogrammings. never lost a trial for Patrick ACLU committee on religious 
,First Patrick played an NBC since taking hrm on as a client freedom -are also members· of 
documentary about Rev. Sun .in 1973. Wall said his strategy the Alliance for the Protection 
Myung Moon, the Unification is usually based on the cfefense of Religious Liberties (APRL). 
Church and the religion's .of justificatron with a twist of an anti-deprogramming group. 
seminary at Barrytown, New agency law: If the parents were APRL actively: -seeks to aid 
York which recently sought justified in seeking his cultists in pressing charges 
and was denied accreditation. assistance, then as agent of the against deprogrammers and 
The film centered around-ex- parents, Patrick was justified in members' families. 
performing 'the deprogramm- However, if cult members 
_cerpts from Divine Principle, ing in order to prevent a are truly sufferihg mental and 
Moon's treatise on religion and greater harm. · physical damage from their 
politics. Several of the viewers Wall said he tries to avoid · cult involvement, as Patrick 
in the room gasped at Moon's First Amendment implications maintains, why haven't the­
professed goal of conquering during·a trial. cults been sued themselves? 
all world governments with "There is no real First Only a few civil actions have 
peace arrd bringing them Amendment issue involved," been brought . One case 
together unde!.his control. he said. "The groups are peo- recent].)t ended with the award 
Following the Moon pie purporting to be religions of over two million dollars in 
documentary, Patrick set up in order to take advantage of damages to an ex-Scientologist 
another tape, this one an inter- young people in turmoil. for inflictiqn of emotio-nal 
v.ie_w.,. w.ith an ex- "Whether or not they are. distress. 
Transcendental Meditation in- real religions is the questio,n. I Wall thinks the door is just 
structor. The group began believe they ,are not. It's very opening to these·tivil actions, 
discussing the similarities ·they difficult to define a religion, but he has no-plaintiffs himself 
saw between the Divine Light b_ut I'll figure· it ol)t if Ted at present. In his view; both the 
Mission, Unification Church, Patrick .ever snatchei a Trap- parents and the child m_ay have 
Hare Krishna and TM as they pist Monk. · · separate causes .of action for 
heard more and more from the "But the cults Patrick_,works unjustified "inte-rference with 
taped deprogrammees. on are true fral.lds . They turn ' the familial relationships. 
When · the films were •over, members against families and Damages are measur~ble in 
Patrick took Betty and Dick, · friends for mol1£Y, power or terms of money spent on or 
the twins' parents, downstairs both. The govefnment may donated to the cult, lost in­
to discuss the "rehabilitation':_,.. have to · be th!'! . one to come, suffering and the cost of 
vacatioh Peter and Ellen would · recognize it eventually," Wall deprogramming. 
go oo the next day. The twins said. But suing Divine Light Mis­
and the advance ·team would In ' a highly publicized case sion seemed to be the farthest 
fly to San Diego, Patrick's in Seattle in 1974, the court rul- thing from everyones' minds, 
home base for a couple of ed a kidnapping by:Patrick on when Peter and Ellen returned 
weeks, and then go on to Lake behalf of the eerson's parents from the movies that after­
Taho-e for another week or so. was justified, in light of noon. Joy and relief washed 
He emphasiz~~ Peter and et-idence presented about the over them all. As Betty said 
Ellen would not be entertain- practices and beliefs of the later, it was as if her children 
ed; rather they would have to group. ~The parents were found had been returned to her after 
decide what they wanted tci do . to' have properly selected the being missing for four years. 
and ~hen they wanted to do it. lesser of evils, by seizing their For Ted Patrick and the 
"They've gotten out of the daughter from the Church of other members of his team t~e 
habit of making their own deci- Armageddon. led by Paul Erd- satisfaction of another 'suc­
sions," said 'Patrick. "It will be man who calls himself · Love~ .:.cessful mission was evident.. 
hard for them-at fl'rst even to Isreal. Peter wanted a beer. 
dec.ide what to have for · 
breakfast. They'll stay with us First Annual 
until they get used to thinking UB LAW SCHOOL 
for themselves." G---n 
After lunch Peter and Ellen SPRIN n,UN 
were· required to select the 
afternon's activities. · They ·Open to,Jtll UB Law School joggers, runners, etc.
decided to go to an ·aft~rnoon ,. · 
movie, something neither ·of 
them had ,do11.e in a very long Qate: March 28 Time: 4:00 
time. _ ~ Place: Start and Finish in front of O'Brian Hall 
Patrick and the remainder of 
the group spent the Jfternoon 
in the bad(yard by the ·pool. BEER PROVIDED I, 
The conversation eventually 1,: I 
swung around to Patrick's Beer to_be paid for· by losing te~m of-either the 
legal problems, which are plen- • · · 
tiful. - st~dents or faculty. Wlnning team decided by 
Although he has won so!Tle av~rage t-tme·of first five frnisbers·of each group. 
..important lega _battles Jately, ..._____,,-----,.----------..----.J 





Ted Patrick (I.) and Patrick M. Wall, his attorney - courtesy e otrick 
Peter emerged from his wholly distinct, separate 
bedroom 'that morning, no things. Man's mind is responsi­
longer consiclering himself a ble for all of the evil in the 
captive, but hesitant to discuss world, from war and crime to 
how he felt. pollution and technology-run-
Robe rt understood his · amok . Therefore, the mind 
brother'.s reluctance. After all, must be qui~ted. 
he said, Peter had just realized The brain'on the other hand, 
that what he had regarded as a is the triumphant hero respon­
fail-proof, ultimate support sible for .all of man's good 
system, Divine Light Mission, achievements and acts of 
was the very sort of big 'humanity. The brain can act 
business rip-off he had sought ' only when the mind is out of 
to escape. Peter had suddenly 'the way, according to Maharaj 
learned Maharaj Ji was a 'Ji. , / _,,. 
phony, a charlatan who had Explaining this to Robert 
forsaken him when he- needed later, Ellen said she had been 
his Guru most. told many tim'es if she were to 
'Peter feebly asserted he was stop meditating or pract_icing 
"all right." Deep down he was Knowledge, her "mind would 
angry, but he said it took him come back stronger than 
some time to express it. ever." It would "devour'' her. 
, Later, he quietly told his According to Patrick, the 
brother, "Ted's right. I am warning Ellen recounted is 
floating. When I was standing truer than its speaker ever im­
in the bathroom brushing my agined, 
teeth just now, I wasn't real!y "The kids I deprogram 
focusing on anything, and I usually become even stronger 
could feel my mind slipping people than they were before 
away, distant, kind of uncon- they entered the cult,". Patrick 
trolled. I would have begun said. ''If you· haven't had your 
meditation automatically, but ability to think taken away 
·1 stopped myself." from you, you can't .really ap-
When Ellen awoke, Patrick predate its value. .' -
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by Joe Peperone 
Once upon a time. 1%8 to 
be exact, the Erie County 
Legislature voted unanimously 
to twild a b0.000 seat, domed 
stadium in Lancaster, asuburb 
of Buffalo. The stadium was to 
be occupied by both 't he Hui-
fitlo Hills football team. and 
the soon to be ·announced Na-
tional 'LeagUf hc1~ebal I · fran- · 
chise . Hut ,omething happen-
ed. 
In large part tn drifu:.e the 
federal anti-tru<J ,~su.t> iariAg 
bc1seball at thP time. the Na· 
t1onal League owner~ voted to 
pla< P the new exparhion irdn• 
Record Ra.ck 
back burner, and-finally skuttl-
ed in the early 70's due to 
financial constraitlts . Finally, 
to pFevent a threifiened move 
by the 'Buffalo Bills, Rich 
Stadium , an 80,000 seat 
football-only_ stadium was 
b ui It _ in Orchard ' Park . 
-Buffalo's minor league 
baseball team; forced to play 
its home games in an anti-
quated stadium in the inner ci-
ty, folded up and moved away, 
ending over 70 consec:utive 
years of µrobaseball in (he ci-
ty : 
Last year, Buffalo's ~ov.e at-
fair with baseball ' was renew-
ed. as the Eastern League plac-
·ed a team in Buffalo. The anti-
quated War Memorial Stadium 
was spruced up, parking and 
police ' protection provided. 
and the Bufialn Bison~. owned 
solely by hundreds l)f ians w,ho 
bought shares .oi the team for 
. 
Ro11$fadt D~viat,es f r(J~ Sf,atus Quo 
.. by Mike Ros;nthal . 
Mad Love - Linda Romtadt 
September Morn' - Neil Dia ­
nfonr/ 
Both Ronstadt ana Diamond ­
-h,we hPt>n making records_ for 
cthn'ul t rttpen year{ ··and ha·ve 
h,1d ·,uh,tantial success. Both 
have ,hared an audience of 
wrdPly divPrgent age groups. 
Ronstadt ._J! lso has a large au­
drPnce • rn country music . 
Rt>rently these a,rtists were 
lwrnming too predictable and 
wi<re playing it very safe. Too 
- ,c1ft• . The urgency that made 
,unw of their earlier recorcls 
vrtal, and the rawness of the 
pmduction, or lack of produc-
' t 1011 . helped add to their aura. 
HowPver, ·with their latest 
~tlhum, the. two singers have 
g,11w in very different direc-
- t rrnf, -....
1 
With Mad Love, Ronstadt 
h,,~ asimilated · some of the 
te< hnJque, sound and songs of 
new wave. This is a risky move. 
. Much of this album will not be 
played on any of the adult con-
temporary, or easy listening_ 
,tat ions that thri°ve on 
Romtadt albums. More impor-
tantly, nothing on this album 
will bE> played on co.1Jntry sta-
lion~. However, rock and pop 
~tations across' the country will 
jump on this album like they 
havt> never done for a Ronstadt 
album in th.e past . . -
Her versions of two Elvis 
Costello songs,..,.YParty 'Girl" 
and " Girls Talk". are perfect. 
Her remake of an early hit by 
the .Hollies, " I Can't Let Go," 
13uts th~ original to shame 
which i~ surprising ,cqnsidering 
now mediocre her version of 
their hit "Just One Look" had 
chise in Montreal, Canada. The $1000 each, took to the field. 
vote was entirely unexpected, · The team enjoyed moderate 
and ~- shock_ to the financial · success in iti first season, both . 
backers ·of -th~ proposed 1;3uf- on the field and at the box of-
falo ·baseball team . The fice, and this'succes-5 has again 
stadium- issue was put on the _ raised the hopes of baseball 
fans around Buffalo that a new 
baseball stadium can be built 
and a major league franchise 
could be awarded or moved to 
the city. 
Last month, the Erie County 
and Buffalo governments join-· 
ed together to fund a ·feasibili--
ty study for a new baseball -
stadium. The money will be us-
ed to detefmine where the best 
location for a stadium will be, 
\,\'.hat° type of stadium should 
be built, where the funding 
would come from . and'. 
; ul ( ima,te~y . whether the 
stadium' should be built at alt: 
·' There is ·no question that · a 
new baseball stapium would 
be a major part of Buffa.Io 's ur-. 
ban re0 development . Many 
people.'l.1owever. question who 
would ultimately pay for Sl.lch 
a fa"cility, ~ nd whether it is 
feasible to spend that kind of 
money before a major league 
,throughout. with only interesting I istening. 
Co\tello 's " T al kin ' in The M, on the other hand. i\ not 
Dark" mis.sing the mark . too interesting, let alone ­
Ronstadt has dared ·10 take a lisrenable. Aside from " Pop 
l hance; doing so has given u·s· Muzik" this album gives pap 
her best album ever.· and filler a good name 
Diamqnd howe_ver seems because these songs don't 
very content to sit on his · even meet the usual standard· 
laurel s'. He tries. nothing new expected fro'm -either.' Avoid 
on September Morn' and the this album at all costs' 
been·. The fast single off the . new material to a tee.. The title 
album ,"How Do I Make You," song ar,d the "Ballad of lucy 
pulsat~s. • electrifies . and sets J.ordan" are SUJ?er9 pieces. The 
the ~tanda.rd for the album. rest of the album f~lls shor_t of 
.This standar.d is, --Q)et these S0!:11S but still provides 
team· has committed itself to 
move to Buffalo. 
Unfortunately, ·· a major 
league .team will not commit 
itself to come here unless a 
stadi~m is built or at least 
under constr.uctibn. That does-
not mean that the city's or 
county''S money will be spent 
on a gamble. To spur the con-
structian-- industry in the state 
and encourage building of 
sports facilities, New York 
State has allocated a few hun-
dred million dollars to be 
available to localities ~ishing 
to build stadiums. Syracuse's• 
dome is one example of a 
facility funded by this state 
agency. The city and county 
feasibility study is being 
prepared to present to the 
state as a means of receiving 
funds to build the stadium. 
It is hoped the people coor-
dinating the feasibility siudy 
.have learned from the 
mistakes made when Rich 
-sr.adium was built. The 
stadium was constructed many 
miles from Buffalo in order to 
get the best price on the land 
and the room for parking _lots. . 
but the planners had to be ex-
treme~y short-sighted to- build 
an open' stadium in Buffalo's· 
infamous snow belt . Also, no· 
study was made of the possible 
trctiiic problems which would 
be ·encountered when 80,000 
fans converged on .a small 
town with i~ accP,\ roads . It 
still takes fdr too long to go to 
a Bills game, a far-t whi ch 
scarps many fan : away . Final-
ly, the stadium, ·quP to tliP lack 
of a dome. its snapP, and ii'\ 
location i/ unfit for baseball 
and thus has never bee~ used 
·more than fifteen days a year, 
an enormous waste. 
A new stadium must avoid 
such short-sightedness. It 
should be built downtown, on 
city-owrTed land near the 
waterfront. This will place it 
clo~e to the new subway and 
a·ccess roads, It should be of a 
size to permit constant and 
multiple uses, including soc­
cer; basketball, ahd football 
(U .B. hopefully) '· as well as 
baseball , Finally, it should 
have a dome; this is an ab­
solute requirement. A dome 
will not only allow the varied 
uses of the stadium without 
weather worries, but will also 
permit large conventions and 
shows to take place there. 
All this is necessary for the 
stadium -to be useful and 
satisfy the objections of its 
crities. The goal of such a 
structure cannot merely be ac­
quiring a baseball team; but 
the project should also be airrl­
ed at revitalizing the area, in­
creasing the numbers of peo-
pie comir:ig into the downtown 
area; and encouraging tourism. 
A stadium restricted in its uses 
or at the mercy of Buffalo's 
weather will neither satisfy 
those purposes'-nor bring i_n the 
money the city needs to fund 
its revitalization . 
A new stadium. carefully 
planned and constructed, will 
be a major boost to Buff.alo, 
probably having the effect of 
~ooostiAg- us right into 
·baseball 's major leagues. Let's 
hopP it can happen soon . 
album is strained. ho.ring and 
lifeless because of ' it . The 
remakPs of- four sixties hits add 
nothing to the 'originals and, in 
at least two instances , 
desecrate the memory of great 
songs . With few·, if any , 
redeem·, ng qua Ii ties. 
Septem6er Morn' belongs 
anywhere but on a turntable . 
The Age of Plastic ..:. The Bug-
gies . 
Broken English - Marianne , 
Faithful - . 
New York, London, Paris, 
Munich - •M 
All three of these albums are 
of the same school of music, 
the heavily electronic new 
wave sound. Some works well. 
·some doesn't work at all. 
The Buggies' album works 
beautifully. The groups uses a· 
lot of electronic gimmickry, 
but none of it is used solely for 
its own sake. Electronic sound 
is a vit;I part of their songs. 
"Video Killed The Radio 
·star," the first single. is an ex­
qillent indication of this 
band's potential. Several other 
cuts live up to this standard, in­
eluding "Living In The Plastic 
Age," "Kid Dynamo" and 
"Clean Clean." Check this 
album out and watch for this 
group. 
Marianne Faithful 's voice 
has <:hanged. It is now coarse " 
and throaty, though it suits her 
Momentarily Eternal Man 
Call me the past. I am the present as well as the future . 
· I was, I am, and I will be 
Mortal man of clay moulded from i~~ortal Hc1nds 
Within my breast beats the hPart o( eternity --
Momentarily eternity - as drop~ in the River,• 
The spontaneous saviour of mankind, I am 
The whole part and part of the whole 
· Horn p~t of the cradle endlPssly rocking . 
Birthmark-bearing ~bies - • 
Blemished and thus bound to the Family of Man 
By tl1e Eternal Chain 
Which links all generations 
Death be not prpud --
For every grain from its shrol)d in the earth has risen 
Nf'ar the. graves of the great dead, 
Evt:n the stones sp_eak - · 
Thou art the culmination of c1II there e er was -
ThP predication of all there ever will be. 
Rise up from the dead! World without end ~ 
A, man . . . life in thyself forever. 
Behold thysefves oh ·mortai man of clay 
And search no more .for eternity . 
Into the 'Pool of Time drop reflections of infinity 
Thou has·t 'fquncf it ln thyself. . ., ' . -.. 
( ' ) - "Its thin curre(it slides away-, but eternity remains." (Thoreau, Walden) 
" Do you see .O IT!Y brothers and sisters? It is not chaos or death - it is form, 
union, plan - 1t 1is eternal life - it_is Happiness." 
( - Walt Whitman - from ''Song of MyseU'') 
quasi N._ Rem ('81) 
"" 
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ASSC P-r~p~ses Credit And Proctor ~ation ', 
I 
continued fr~m page 1 tivities" nor would vigorous Editor-in-Chief of the Buffalo exami.nations. ten work fQ! credit, '.' I affirm · 
that in performing: this work Istudent opinions before the faculty supervision even be ad­ Law Review, and · l im The AS-SC proposal, if 
. proposals are sent to the full visable. The ASSC report Cashmore, Director of the adopted by the faculty, would have not violated the law 
School's policy regardlngfaculty for consideration. stressed the need for the "ap- Moof! Court Board, pref.erred require e·ach student to 
academic honesty." Both the credit proposal and pearance and the reality of in­ not to comment on the ASSC acknowledge in writing each 
Young said ·he hoped thethe proctoring proposal were dependence", from faculty proposals. Each · indicated, semester, that he ot she has 
the result of a lette~ sent to the control for student run howe·ver, that they are writing read a policy statement regar­ SBA would make j sure 
committee on December- 17, organizations. separate comprehensi~ ding academic honesty to be students, accused of cheating, 
1979 by Professdr James Oliver Young offered his memoranda on the issues for published by the Registrar. would receive __due process 
Atleson who is on ,sabbatical own explanation for voting to for submission to the ASSC. Each student would also be re­ since he predicted sanctions 
this semester. Atleson's le.tter recommend the denial of On the issue of proctored ex­ quired to write on each ex­ will become more severe and 
questioned the granting of credit to student run organiza- _am inations, · Atleson wrote, a~ination paper or other writ~ stringently applied. · 
. credit for certain student ac- tions. "I don't want to be " Apart from the expense and 
tivities . He wrote he was con- misinterpreted with regards to· logistical problems, not to 'Name'SpeakerSought -
cerned with "the intense Law Review and Moot Court. m1!ntion the terrible burden on 
pressure" organization leaders The exclusive nature of these our staff, it is simply silly to by R.W. Peters against having such a partisan
feel as a result of their organizations was the reason I use proctors for adults." The speaker so • this original idea 
evaluative role. ·considered, taking away ASSc' report recommended to Graduating UB law students was tabled. 
He said he was also concern- credit," he said. " Minority discontinue the use or proctors will have a bi'g-name speaker A second plan, introduced 
ed with the granting of credit students have almost no in sit-down classroom final ex­ at their commencement by the SBA commenceA1ent 
1to some student organizations chance of getting in these two aminations. ceremony after all. committee, called for three 
but not to other organizations organizations . 'Mr . Ellis It also recommended some several other speakers to share the lectern. A ,After pro­
whose work is of academic (Winston Ellis, a second year -staff person be available to posals were. discussed and student, a member of the 
value. Atleson also called law student) is the first minori­ · provide assistance ,to students discarded, it ws decided that faculty and an alumnus would 
credit a "game" and an "anxie- ty student to get on Moot who become ill or indisposed one. of three luminaries will have spoken . This 'proposal 
ty factor which is not Court in seven years . In other during exam inations or to alert speak at th'e class of 198f> com­ was put to third year studer1ts 
valuable." He wrote he was words, minority persons are, if the Registrar to problems mencement. It is expected after a New Yori, Practice class 
' 1open to persuasion," but did not de jure, then de facto ex­ regarding the administration of State Edeither Comptroller on Thursday, February 28, with 
not betieve any organization eluded from these organiza­ 1Regan, State Attorney General the result being an overwhelm-
would be " unduly hampered tions - for various reasons. I HANALSA Robert Abrams or Federal ing rejection of the plan. The 
by the lack of credit." didn't buy the argument that D-istrict Court Judge fohn Cur­ assemblage of approximately
The committee apparently the lack of a professor giv ing tin will spea_k at the ceremony, 60 students took the oppor­Elecm .Q{ficersagreed with Atleson's observa- credit was a reason to take, it which will be held this year at t1,rnity to reaffirm their desire 
tions. In its February 13 report, away from the groups. I think HANALSA elected new of­ Kleinhans Music Hall on May "big-name" speaker. that a 
it listed its reasons for propos-. students can evaluate each ficers . They are: 25. preside over the ceremonies. 
ing the new rule about credit. other's work to give credit or President, Milton earlier; This fin~I 'Plan comes fast on Upon the rejection of the 
"Intuitively, we are all in the not to give credit: ' - Vice-Presiden't, Lois Jircitano; the heels of two failed · pro- ' :triumvirate" pl-an, the com­
camp that ' thinks SRO's (stu- jSchaeftler commented, " I'm Secretary, Hilda ~vere.tt; . posals. The or iginal plan, bas­ mencement committee,· corn-· 
dent run organizations) would ' enthusiastic about the ASSC's Treasurer, David Mora. • ed on ,a poll of the s~nior class posed of Deans Al.Ian Canfield 
function in some sense better proposals and am looking for­ Contact any of the above of­ taken in September, called for and William ·Greiner and stu­
without credit.' " The commit- ward to the entire faculty rati­ ficers for furthe~ information a name speakef of a decidedly dent Tony Leavy anp .Lew 
tec;: also said it believed " it is tying them ." Greiner said he regarding the · organization. poli tical bent. Senator , Ted Steele, formulated the late·st 
not possible to have both real agreed witti the proposals for Their office is located in room Ke·nnedy received many plan. Dean Thomas Headrick 1s 
and significant faculty supervi- the reasorts exJ)tai")ed in the 509, O'Bri'an Hall, Amherst seniors' votes. However, there expected to invite the chosen 
sion of SRO's credit bearing ac- ASSC report. Wayne. Lopkin, Campus, telephone 636-2782. was a strong student voice speaker this week. 
The CPLR: An ln~Depth Ana_lysis 
- Class will be offered on four 
consecutive Thursday Evenings 
beginning on March 20th. 
TIME: 5:30- 9:30 · 
PLACE: Room 214 
Get an early start oo New York Practice and 
Procedure (CPLR) arid get ~n early start on the 
New York Bar Exam.Of. 
Prof.Younger's course on New York Practice 
will be offered liveJn New York City and on 
audio- or videotape in locations throughout the 
United States. 
For further information, contact your localIrVlng. 
,i 
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